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Aim & Purpose
The aim at CATS Cambridge is to establish every student as an enthusiastic, effective and pragmatic
life-long learner equipped with the learning skills, habits and attitudes achieves needed to achieve
their full potential. Excellent teaching, and the setting of consistently high standards, are the means to
realising this goal.
The purpose of this policy is to state the professional expectations to which all of those involved in
teaching and learning at CATS College will be held.

Professional Standards
The College recognises the Department for Education’s Teachers’ Standards as a useful guide for
teachers, for ease of reference a summary document of those standards is provided in Appendix One.
Additional guidance as to the hallmarks of ‘expert teaching’ is also provided in Appendix One. All
teachers at the College are expected to be fully conversant with the Teachers’ Standards and the
characteristics of expert teaching and they are expected maintain and develop their classroom
practices accordingly.
Teachers are also expected to acquaint themselves with and be mindful of the criteria employed by
the Independent Schools’ Inspectorate (ISI) and the approach that ISI adopts to evaluating the
educational quality of a school through work scrutiny and lesson observations. In particular, teachers
should note that the ISI will assess the quality of a school’s classroom practices on the basis of the
students’ personal development as well as their academic achievements.
Teachers are expected to be proactive in continuously improving their classroom practice with view to
maximising the learning that their teaching elicits for each of their students as individual learners.

Subject Knowledge
Teachers at CATS Cambridge should know their subjects thoroughly, and by their enthusiasm seek to
excite in the students an abiding academic curiosity.
Teachers are responsible for maintaining and developing their subject knowledge and also for
ensuring that they are fully aware of, and understand, the examination board specifications and
assessment criteria for the programmes of study on which they teach.

Developing students’ capacity to learn
At CATS Cambridge teachers are expected to be experts in the art and science of learning. Teachers
are expected to be model life-long learners, as such they should model good learning habits in their
lessons and in the way that they conduct themselves.
Teachers should ensure that their teaching practice effectively balances the teaching of content with
teaching their students how to learn effectively. To promote this the school has invested in Building
Learning Power (BLP) as its learning framework and there is a well-established Learning-to-Learn
programme in place. Teachers are expected to be conversant with BLP, adapting the resources and
techniques offered to the specific characteristics of their subjects and their students.
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Assessment for Learning
Assessment for learning (AfL) is essential for effective planning and delivery of lessons that meet the
learning needs of students. Teachers should ensure that they plan frequent AfL opportunities and that
they give careful consideration to the techniques that they use. More guidance on AfL is provided in
the Assessment and Reporting Policy.

Maintenance and development of Schemes of Work and Course
Descriptors
Subject teachers are expected to maintain and develop the Course Descriptors and Schemes of Work for the
programmes of study in which their subject is taught, as directed by their Head of Department.
Course descriptors and Schemes of work must be completed using the appropriate template.

Lessons
Lessons should be thoroughly prepared; well-judged in content and duration; have a clear purpose,
beginning and end; employ a variety of teaching and learning strategies and techniques. Lessons
should be designed to reflect the need to exploit opportunities for students’ personal development as
well as their academic achievement. When considering personal development particular emphasis
should be placed on developing the students’ facility with the English language and facilitating
students’ progression towards becoming enthusiastic, effective and pragmatic life-long learners.
Where appropriate, teachers are encouraged to take full advantage of the learning resources
provided by the College; these include mini-whiteboards, interactive smartboards, CANVAS (the
College’s virtual learning environment, VLE), and the College’s Reading Room, both its physical and its
virtual resources.
Teachers must ensure that all students are equally involved in a lesson, by judicious questioning, and
by managing discussions and debates appropriately. They should differentiate, within a given class,
between those who can be stretched more than the rest of the group and those who clearly have
difficulties. The setting of tasks and the pace at which work is done, may be varied accordingly.
Written work should be set regularly and marked conscientiously in accordance with the College’s
Assessment and Reporting Policy. Teachers should check to ensure that their students understand any
feedback provided, in particular that each student understands what they need to do to improve.
Poor work should not be tolerated but returned for rewriting. Nevertheless, it is very important to
encourage, motivate and reward students for good work wherever possible. A particular emphasis
should be placed on celebrating progress and effort.
Additional advice on assessment, in particular assessment for learning, is provided in the Assessment
and Reporting Policy.
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Punctuality and Supervision
Lessons should start at the designated time. To that end:
▪ Teachers and students should arrive punctually.
▪ Where a lesson is not followed by a break, teachers should release students at least 2-3
minutes before the designated start time of the next lesson.
During their timetabled lessons teachers are expected to remain in their classroom to teach,
supervise and support their students.
All teachers should note that it is the College’s policy NOT to have a break in double lessons.

Classroom Routines
Although different teaching styles and approaches to classroom management are welcomed, it is
essential for the purposes of providing a consistent, positive, and purposeful learning environment
that the College’s classroom routines are applied consistently by all teachers. These are provided as
Appendix Two to this policy.

Management of Teaching and Learning Materials
It is the subject teacher’s responsibility to ensure that they have appropriate teaching and learning materials to
effectively deliver the relevant schemes of work. Bids for teaching and learning materials should be made via
the teacher’s Head of Department.
Subject teachers are responsible for ensuring that all of their students their notes and assessed work are
effectively organised along with the teaching and learning materials with which they have been issued. Subject
teachers are also responsible for ensuring that all of their students properly record work that is set.
As an international school, it is not uncommon for new students to join the College up to half a term or, on
occasion, even longer after a course has started. It is essential that teachers are able to provide late arriving
students with a full pack of the teaching and learning materials that have already been issued.

Additional Learning Support
Teachers should be aware of students receiving Additional Learning Support (ALS), and should discuss
the progress of such students with the ALS Co-ordinator. It is the subject teacher’s responsibility to
ensure that they have read and act on the advice offered by the College’s ALS Co-ordinator with
respect to students with SpLDs and SEND. As far as possible, assistance for students with SEN and
other learning issues consists of a partnership between the relevant academic department, the
students’ PTs and PDs, and the ALS Co-ordinator.
Students on the College’s ALS register must be clearly highlighted in their subject teachers’ markbooks.

English as a Second Language
Nearly all of the students studying at CATS Cambridge are learning in English with English as their
second language (ESL). Teachers must make sure that they are aware of each of their students’ level
of English and that they adapt their teaching accordingly. Where they encounter difficulties, subject
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teachers should be proactive in seeking out advice from the student’s Teacher of ESL and/or the Head
of ESL.
CATS Cambridge teachers should also be mindful that they have a role to play in improving students’
English. Every contact point should be seen as an opportunity to do so. Teachers in all departments
have a responsibility for ensuring that spelling, punctuation and grammatical errors are corrected.
Teachers must ensure that the standard of each of their student’s English is clearly annotated in their
mark-book.

Maintaining and Developing Teaching and Learning
The quality of teaching at CATS Cambridge is maintained and developed through:
▪ Lesson observations
o Formal lesson observations conducted by the College’s SLT and the Heads of
Department;
o Peer lesson observations;
▪ Training, teachers are encouraged to identify their CPD needs and relevant training
opportunities in consultation with their line manager; and by regular professional discussion
of subject matter and of the craft of teaching achieved via teacher’s participation in their
allocated Teacher Led Learning Group meetings as well as in department meetings.
The College is keen for teachers to continually seek to improve their students’ learning and
encourages teachers to experiment with new pedagogical approaches in their classrooms. Action
research protocols should be employed for such experiments. Proposals for action research projects
should be agreed with the teacher’s head of department before the project is initiated.
There is a detailed induction programme of observation, mentoring and meetings for new teachers,
and the Head of Department is responsible for monitoring the teaching in his subject area.
The Vice Principal works alongside the Heads of Department to ensure that continuing professional
development and innovation in teaching and learning are integral to all areas of the CATS Cambridge
curriculum.

Missing lessons
Teachers who have to be away during the day must provide cover for their lessons. If possible their
Head of Department should arrange cover within the Department. If that is not possible then the
teacher’s Head of Department should ask the Curriculum Office, a minimum of 24 hours beforehand,
for cover to be allocated.
A teacher who has to be away for anything more than the odd lesson should inform the Principal or
Vice Principal to get their agreement. This should be confirmed in writing.
It is the teacher’s responsibility to provide instructions for the work to be completed in their lessons
whilst they are absent. Work set should be able to be completed by students with the cover teacher’s
supervision but should not require the member of staff providing cover to teach. Please refer to the
cover procedure for additional details.
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COVID 19 Addendum to the Teaching and Learning Policy
STUDENT BEHAVIOUR IN ONLINE LESSONS
Students will be given clear expectations of behaviour in online classes. Generally, the expectation is
that students will behave as they would in face to face classes.
Students are prohibited from taking screenshots, recording lessons or engaging in private chats during
online lessons. Students found to be taking screenshots or recording lessons in any way should
assume that they will face significant disciplinary consequences as detailed in the Student Behaviour
Policy.

ONLINE LESSON OBSERVATIONS
Lesson observations will continue to occur on a regular basis for online lessons to ensure good
practice is occurring, and to help academic staff develop their teaching. Where appropriate academic
staff teaching online lessons will be encouraged to share best practice with their peers.
The Colleges’ Lesson Observation Procedures have been amended to include procedures for online
observations.
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APPENDIX ONE TO THE TEACHING & LEARNING POLICY: DFE
TEACHERS’ STANDARDS AND HALLMARKS OF EXPERT TEACHING
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APPENDIX TWO TO TEACHING LEARNING POLICY: CLASSROOM
ROUTINES
Routine
Full date and title of the lesson should be written on a board at the
front of the room.
A starter exercise, for which the students require little instruction,
should be set at the beginning of the lesson.

Mobile telephones must be taken in at the beginning of the lesson. The
change in BYOD will mean that students can use their laptops instead
of their mobile telephones.
ID cards should be checked during the course of the lesson.
Caps removed, hoods down, bags away.
Registration – within the first 10 minutes of the lesson.
Check Students’ equipment, as appropriate to the subject, but at the
very least:
•
Working file, laptop, paper, pen, and dictionary (where
appropriate).
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Lesson objectives should be clearly displayed and explained early in the
lesson and then reviewed at the end of the lesson. The objectives do
not necessarily need to be displayed throughout the lesson.

ü

ü

Key words with their definitions should be captured throughout the
lesson.

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Teachers should have extension activities to hand for those students
who find work set easy of finish tasks early.
Classes should end with a review of lesson objectives; a clear link being
established between what has been covered and future lessons.
Regular in-class checks of students’ files for organisation and content;
subject teachers should focus on their subject content.

Students should complete their written work using blue or black ink.
Teachers should mark, grade and provide feedback using either red of
green ink.
Colours other than blue, black, red or green may be used for selfassessment and peer-assessment.

ü

ü

ü

ü

Remarks
Date should be written out in
full.
This is to facilitate the early
completion of registration as
well as to settle and focus the
students.
It is perfectly acceptable for a
student to use a mobile
phone with their teacher’s
permission.

The calculator should be the
device that will be used in
public exams. If a student
intends to use a dictionary in
public exams, they must use
the same one in class – it
must remain unannotated.
By exception, it is recognised
that in some lessons it may be
beneficial to conceal the
objective until later in the
lesson.
Teachers should check that
these are being noted by the
students.

At least once every three
weeks or when a unit has
been completed, whichever is
the more frequent.
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